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Hazards of HFCEV in confined spaces
associated with high-pressure hydrogen storage
▪ Momentum-dominated and large flow rate release from
TPRD
▪ Momentum-dominated jet fire compromising
o Safety of passengers, public and first responders,
o Safety infrastructure including ventilation system
▪ Press-peaking phenomenon
▪ Hydrogen deflagration
▪ Hydrogen deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT)
▪ Hydrogen high-pressure tank rupture
‒ Blast wave, fireball, projectiles
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Hydrogen release through TPRD (1/2)
TPRD parameters and direction of release should be
designed to avoid:
▪ Flammable cloud formation under the ceiling of
underground parking,
o Excludes flammable cloud accumulation (above 4%
vol. H2)
o Excludes potential deflagrations and DDT
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Hydrogen release through TPRD (2/2)
Exclusion of flammable mixture formation
L > L4%vol.H2
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Ref.: V. Molkov “Fundamentals of hydrogen safety”, 2012
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Hydrogen jet fires
TPRD diameter reduction to:
▪ Not compromise evacuation from HFCEV
▪ Not threaten public and operation of first responders
▪ Exclude temperature of 300C under ceiling preventing
damage to carpark ventilation
Fire from TPRD. Safety criterion: T<300oC under ceiling.
TPRD=0.5 mm

TPRD=2 mm
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Pressure peaking phenomenon (PPP)
▪ Phenomenon unique for H2 release
▪ Leads to pressure increase in poorly
ventilated enclosure
▪ PPP is more hazardous for jet fires
▪ Mitigation by minimising release orifice
▪ Engineering and numerical tools are
published and available

Constant mass flow rate
390 g/s for three gaseous
fuels and helium

Experimental data vs simulation
results for H2 mass flow rate
11.47 g/s in 14.9 m3 enclosure
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Hydrogen deflagration
Deflagrations and DDT potential can be excluded or mitigated by design of TPRD
orifice diameter and release direction in a way that:

▪

No flammable cloud can be formed under the ceiling of carpark

▪

Flammable hydrogen inventory limit in a sealed enclosure doesn’t lead to
deflagration threatening live and property

▪

Hydrogen release does not lead to flammable mixture with fastest burning
composition contributing to the largest deflagration overpressure

▪

Models and engineering tools are published and available
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Deflagration-to-detonation transition
Tool for assessment of DDT potential
Correlation for assessment of DDT potential in hydrogen-air mixtures
accounts:
▪ Characteristic reactivity
▪ Geometry
▪ Scale/dimension and non-uniformity of the hydrogen – air cloud
▪ Total hydrogen inventory
▪ Characteristic time (for hydrogen distribution and cloud formation)
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Tank rupture (1/2)
Tank-TPRD system design
▪ A model to calculate the lower limit for TPRD diameter that
would exclude a tank rupture in an engulfing fire was
developed within HyTunnel-CS project.
▪ The model is published and available to OEMs

Tank-TPRD system performance in a fire.
Tank 36 L, 70 MPa, TPRD 0.45mm and 0.65mm
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Tank rupture (2/2)
Explosion free in a fire TPRD-less tank
▪ Breakthrough safety technology (background IP)
▪ Allows hydrogen-powered vehicles and trains enter and
park in any confined space
▪ Excludes tank rupture (tested in fires with HRR/A=1
MW/m2 and its consequences – blast wave, fireball,
projectiles, etc.
Original tank

TPRD-less tank

Ref.: PCT International Application P119851PC00, WO 2018/149772 A1
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Concluding remarks
▪ The largest hazards and risks in use of HFCEV in confined
spaces are associated with the high-pressure onboard
hydrogen storage in form of hydrogen releases, combustion,
tank ruptures, etc.
▪ Safety solutions are numerous and depend on the particular
accident scenario.
▪ The described safety strategy allows to reduce hazards and
risks to the level comparable to that of conventional fuel
vehicles and bring HFCEV to underground transport
infrastructure satisfying the currently available RCS.
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